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BRAD
KUNKLE
Brad Kunkle's paintings are statements on beauty. Using gold and silver
leaf, he creates sumptuous scenes
populated by beautiful and mysterious women. He paints with a largely
monochromatic palette, which heightens the sense of otherworldliness in
his imagery and creates a stunning
contrast between the figures and background. Judging by the success the
artist has met in recent years, it seems
that his work resonates with viewers as well. He has been featured in
numerous publications, and he recently
mounted his second solo
exhibition at Arcadia Fine
The
Arts, in New York City. In
Proposition
2008, oil and
January 2013 , his paintings
gold and silver
will be shown in the LA Art
leaf on linen,
52 x 31 . Private
Show, at the Los Angeles
collection.
Convention Center, also in
association with Arcadia.
Kunkle's work can serve as a
tour, of sorts, through many avepainters of the 19th century. And the
list goes on-the Austrian secesnues of art history. His use of gold
leaf brings to mind the paintings
sionists, art deco photography, film
noir, and fantasy illustration all seem
of the late Middle Ages and early
Renaissance. His monochromatic
to play a part in Kunkle's work.
figures recall grisaille preparations
But these fantastic scenes are also
of the r7'h- and r8 1h-century masters.
highly personal. In a 2010 interview
with Poets and Artists, Kunkle listed
His nymphlike figures in wooded settings could be lifted from paintings
many inspirations, including "dreams ,
nightmares, the amazing people who
of the Pre- Raphaelite and Aesthetic
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model for me, and nature-mostly
the forests of Pennsylvania where I
grew up." This intimate knowledge
of people and setting comes through
in Kunkle's finished pieces, making them much more than exercises
in surface glamour. - A.R.W
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON KUNKLE,
VISIT WWW.BRADKUN KLE.COM.
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